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MedicalDirector adds Standard Practice widget to
streamline everyday practice management tasks
Australia’s leading clinical software provider, MedicalDirector and Standard Practice, the foremost provider of intelligent
document management and integrated task management software for general practice and allied health practitioners have
collaborated to develop a new application.
Standard Practice provides MedicalDirector users who have a Standard Practice licence access to important documents,
files and reference materials managed in the Standard Practice ‘intelligent document management’ framework. This, along
with easy access to an integrated daily task list comprising recurring duties, will help managers to ensure the practice is
operating smoothly, efficiently and in a compliant manner consistent with accreditation standards.
“MedicalDirector welcomes Standard Practice to its growing portfolio of Sidebar partners. Practices using the Standard
Practice solution have seen notable improvements in practice efficiency and process.” Phil Offer, MedicalDirector CEO

“It made sense to create a widget for the MedicalDirector Sidebar , as this provides the practice seamless access to manage
general operations at the point of care. “ Tim Alberts, Standard Practice co-founder and Managing Director
“Having practice policies and procedures integrated into MedicalDirector is a significant practice efficiency improvement
and the natural next step for progressive medical practices. Rather than staff searching for written instructions or
accreditation folders we can now have relevant practice information such as policies, procedures and instructions accessible
directly from MedicalDirector. This integrated solution enables us not only fast access to relevant information but we can
also be assured staff are accessing the most up-to-date protocols.” Katrina Otto, owner of Train Medical IT and approved
MedicalDirector Trainer.
The new Standard Practice widget provides access to documents, files and reference materials and enables daily tasks to
be viewed and signed-off from the Task List directly via the MedicalDirector Sidebar. The Standard Practice Widget is a
workflow companion to the Standard Practice Server or Cloud License.

Standard Practice benefits:


Centralised Management- Documents, files and reference materials including in-house resources such as policies,
procedures and forms, along with reference to external resources such as web pages, MSDS, on-line videos etc. are
all contained in a centralised repository







Instant Access- Provide staff with immediate access to documents, files and reference material through the one
centralised, easy-to-use interface resulting in significant time savings on a day-to-day basis
Assign responsibility- Managers can define, schedule and assign responsibility for all recurring duties (including
linking reference documents for immediate look-up via daily tasks lists)
Provides staff with daily task lists comprising due (or overdue) tasks, along with immediate reference to any
supporting information
Various manuals for various roles - Enable real-time, role-based manuals for a variety of staff members according to
their role/s in the practice
Relevant and accurate- Provide staff with the most concise, relevant and up-to-date information they require in
performing in their role

About MedicalDirector
MedicalDirector has been supporting healthcare professionals and improving health outcomes for more than 20 years. We
pride ourselves on developing solutions to help you achieve more in your day.
Formally known as Health Communication Network (HCN), we have our head office in Sydney and satellite offices in most
major cities. We employ dedicated software development and customer care teams, committed to the delivery and
support of new and enhanced products for healthcare professionals.
Our flexible systems are easy-to-use and created for the busy world of modern healthcare. With the latest evidence-based
medicine at your fingertips, this is software designed to make your job easier.
Our team of developers use state-of-the-art technology to develop solutions specific to your needs. We’ve incorporated
built-in backup and recovery tools, and provide a 7-day customer care service and dedicated helpline. We pride ourselves
on offering cutting edge tools tailored to your requirements. To ensure we have access to the very best technologies,
we’ve strategically partnered with proven software and service providers from across the healthcare industry.
About Standard Practice
Standard Practice has been supporting clinical customers all around Australia since 2005. Through its intelligent document
management and integrated task management framework Standard Practice provides the fastest, easiest, most effective
way for practice staff to access the information they need to deliver exceptional service every day.
Standard Practice is an Australian owned-and-operated company and continues to develop its innovative software in
response to customer feedback and market requirements. Standard Practice offers on-premise and hosted solutions for its
clinical customers on a monthly or annual subscription basis.
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